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news // no. 3
• Many politicians go against warning of 
non-essential travel during the holidays
• Man charged with New Year’s machete 




As the end of 2020 came along, many Canadians found themselves not 
following their usual traditions. This 
is because health officials and political 
leaders from around the country were 
urging their citizens to not gather in 
groups, or travel for any non-essential 
reason. However, as Canadians hunkered 
down for a solitary Christmas, many 
Canadian politicians were found not 
practising what their governments were 
preaching; dozens of politicians from 
various levels of government were found 
vacationing outside of Canada’s borders 
despite the stay-at-home orders.
The avalanche of pandemic travelers 
began in Ontario, where Ontario MPP 
and Minister of Finance Rod Phillips was 
discovered to be vacationing in Saint 
Barthelemy for the holidays. During this 
time, Phillips Twitter account was shown 
to have been writing tweets that made it 
look like he was still in Ontario. These were 
pictures and videos recorded before he left 
that were posted by his staff. After being 
ordered home by Ontario Premier Doug 
Ford, Phillips resigned from his post as 
finance minister on December 31.
Phillips’ transgressions led to 
many other politicians coming out and 
acknowledging that they too traveled 
during the pandemic.
Some travel by politicians were for 
family reasons, like NDP MP Niki Ashton 
who went to Greece to see her ailing 
grandmother, and Liberal MP Sameer 
Zuberi who went to Delaware to see his 
ailing grandfather-in-law. Despite these 
reasons, they have received criticism 
from Canadians, many of whom have 
forgone travelling to see their ailing family 
members due to the pandemic. What has 
led to many of these politicians stepping 
down from their title roles in government 
is because they also failed to inform their 
party leaders that they were leaving the 
country, such as the case with Ashton and 
Zuberi’s travels. These demotions are not 
just ceremonial, as politicians receive a 
higher salary when taking on minister or 
critic, committee, and ministerial roles.
Other cases of travel done by 
politicians were done for less scrupulous 
reasons. Like Alberta MLA Tracy Allard, 
who went on a family vacation to Hawaii, 
stating “We have been going to Hawaii 
for most of the past 17 years since our 
youngest child was born,” and Liberal MP 
Patricia Lattanzio stated that she went 
to Ireland back in September to help her 
daughter attending school there move in. 
The Liberal MP deemed it an “essential 
and necessary” trip. Their Twitter accounts 
are filled with comments from angry 
Canadians bashing their decision to travel, 
and criticizing them for the hypocrisy of 
telling Canadians to stay home while they 
traveled.
Neil McArthur, a director of the 
Centre for Professional and Applied Ethics 
at the University of Manitoba, said to CBC 
Saskatchewan that he was “shocked” by 
the sheer number of politicians coming 
out saying they had travelled during the 
pandemic. He points out that this kind 
of flouting of the rules by people who are 
supposed to be leaders could cause apathy 
amongst Canadians and lead to them to 
travelling abroad for their essential and 
non-essential activities. 
With consequences for travel coming 
in hard and swift, the demotions are 
showing that any Canadian politicians who 
travel outside of the country will not be 
tolerated during this pandemic. This may 
cause political leaders to think twice before 
they fly the friendly skies. 
Problems for politicians in 
their pandemic paradises?
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Jessica Berget
Assistant Editor
If your New Year’s resolution was to get out more, you may want to change your resolution. To ring 
in 2021, the BC government announced on January 
5 (for the 22nd time) that they will be extending 
their state of emergency status for at least 
another two weeks. Additionally, BC Provincial 
Health Officer Dr. Bonnie Henry announced that 
COVID-19 restrictions will also be extended until 
February 5.
The first state of emergency announcement 
began in March and has been in place for 43 weeks 
now. This breaks BC’s record for the longest state 
of emergency held by more than four times. The 
extension allows health officials more power 
(under the BC Emergency Program Act) to enforce 
COVID-19 health orders in responding to the 
pandemic. The 2017 wildfires of BC caused the 
province to announce a state of emergency for 10 
weeks. 
On top of that, Henry announced another 
extension on COVID-19 restrictions to early 
February in hopes of curbing the increase in 
reported cases. The extension includes all 
restrictions which bans all public and private 
social gatherings and events as well as any fitness 
and sports related activities, no socialization with 
people outside of their immediate household, 
and no non-essential travel. People living alone 
are allowed one or two people from their core 
socialization bubble, and essential workplaces and 
schools remain open. The gathering restrictions 
were first announced on November 7 for two weeks 
for Vancouver Coastal and Frasier Health areas, and 
were then extended on November 19 and expanded 
across the province. 
The announcement comes after BC recorded 
761 new cases of COVID-19 on January 7 and eight 
more deaths which Henry says were all seniors 
living in long term care homes. Outbreaks of 
the virus continue to infiltrate 51 long terms care 
homes and 10 acute care establishments. Henry also 
suggests these restrictions may be extended again 
depending on the outcome of new cases in the next 
few weeks. 
On December 16, BC announced health 
enforcement measures to control the spread of the 
virus. Of these enforcement measures is included 
public enforcement officers supporting police to 
hand out fine and violation tickets in public when 
deemed necessary. In BC, people going against 
COVID protocol have so far accumulated over 
$500,000 worth of fines. A total of 103 $2,300 fines 
were issued to owners and organizers going against 
the provincial health orders, and 21 2,300-dollar 
tickets were distributed to those contravening the 
Food and Liquor Serving Premises Order. On top 
of that, 450 $230 tickets were given to those who 
refused to comply with law enforcement, and 77 
violation tickets totalling $84,266 were handed out 
to individuals who were not complying with the 
federal Quarantine Act. 
BC renews state of emergency 
for another two weeks














While many Vancouverites were celebrating this holiday season, 
three random machete attacks occurred in 
the downtown area of Vancouver. 
The first incident involved a 29-year-
old homeless man escaping serious harm 
outside of a Canadian Tire on Cambie 
Street on Christmas Eve. The second 
attack of a 52-year-old man took place 
on New Year’s Eve near Granville and 
Nelson, sending the victim to the hospital 
with head injuries. Vancouver Police 
Department (VPD) says the man was 
struck in the head by a man carrying a 
machete outside of a coffee house around 
7 pm. The VPD reports another attack of 
a 26-year-old homeless man around the 
same location—this attack left the victim 
with facial injuries. Vancouver Police say 
these were unprovoked attacks and that 
there may be one or more victims who have 
yet to come forward. 
On January 6, a thirty-three-year-
old man was charged with two of these 
attacks. Cruz Joseph was charged with 
two counts of assault with a weapon, 
another two counts of assault bodily harm, 
and possession of a dangerous weapon 
in connection with the December 31 
incidents. However, the December 24 event 
is still under investigation 
and VPD says it is unclear if 
the assaults are connected. 
While these types of 
violent attacks are rare, the 
VPD reports that the rate of 
some violent crimes went 
up last year, and possibly 
due to COVID-19. While 
Vancouver crime levels for 
2019 and 2020 were similar, 
certain types of crime have 
increased and decreased 
in 2020. In fact, during the 
first six months of 2020, 
violent crimes went up 
5.2 percent due to a rise of 
serious assaults. 
According to the 
VPD, serious assaults like 
aggravated assault, assault 
causing bodily harm, and 
assault with a weapon 
went up by 14 percent 
compared to last year. 
Other crimes like robberies 
have decreased six percent. 
The number of homicides 
in the city also went up in 
2020 with 14 as compared to nine in 2019, 
and assaults against police officers have 
also gone up nearly 50 percent. 
Non-violent crimes like break-and-
enters into businesses have increased by 
18 percent, and arson has gone up by 39 
percent. On the other hand, many crimes 
also decreased in comparison to 2019; 
robberies went down six percent, property 
crime fell by 20 percent, theft from vehicles 
and shoplifting have gone down 37 percent 
and 26.6 percent respectively, and reports 
of sexual offences went down 5 percent. 
Man charged with New Year’s machete 
attacks in downtown Vancouver
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Brandon Yip
Senior Columnist
The 2021 NHL season—pandemic edition—starts this week. In 
December, NHL Commissioner Gary 
Bettman announced that a 56-game 
season would begin on January 13. In a 
virtual panel discussion at the World 
Hockey Forum in Moscow on December 
16, Bettman stated, “Right now, we’re 
focused on whether or not we’re going to 
play in our buildings and do some limited 
traveling or play in a bubble, and that’s 
something we’re working on and getting 
medical advice on.”
Due to the pandemic, teams in similar 
geographic regions will be playing against 
each other multiple times. No teams will 
travel across the Canadian and US border. 
And for this season only, the four realigned 
divisions will have naming rights for the 
first time in league history. Notably, all 
seven Canadian-based NHL teams will be 
playing in the Scotia NHL North Division. 
The other three divisions are the Honda 
NHL West Division, the Discover NHL 
Central Division, and the Mass Mutual East 
Division. If you like monotony, equivalent 
to staying home every day in 2020 due to 
COVID-19—you will be sure to love this 
upcoming NHL season!      
The Vancouver Canucks will have 
a noticeably different roster with several 
players leaving via free agency in the 
off-season: Chris Tanev, Troy Stecher, 
Jacob Markström, Tyler Toffoli, Oscar 
Fantenberg, Louis Domingue, and Josh 
Leivo. The Canucks acquired two players, 
defenceman Nate Schmidt from the Vegas 
Golden Knights, and goalie Braden Holtby 
from the Washington Capitals. Also, the 
Canucks signed veteran defenceman, 
Travis Hamonic, to a professional tryout 
contract. The Canucks will open the 2021 
campaign with back-to-back road games in 
Edmonton (January 13 and 14) followed by 
a two-game road trip in Calgary (January 
16 and 18). Then the Canucks play their 
first home game against the Montreal 
Canadiens (set of three home games 
against the Habs on January 20, 21, and 23).  
Regarding the current Canuck 
roster, star forward Elias Pettersson kept 
himself busy during the holiday season. In 
December, the Canucks filmed a holiday 
promo video featuring Pettersson singing 
Christmas carols with singer Michael Bublé 
outside Canuck Place. Bublé did all of 
the singing and Pettersson played along 
and was a good sport. At the end of the 
segment, Pettersson is heard saying, “I just 
realized I don’t know any of these songs!” 
Nonetheless, Pettersson has shown to be 
a solid role model and ambassador for 
the Canucks as he has been prominent in 
representing the franchise in multiple team 
initiatives and videos. 
In other NHL news, several players 
moved to different teams. Corey Perry 
signed in Montreal and Joe Thornton 
inked a deal in Toronto. In addition, 
longtime Boston Bruins defenceman, 
Zdeno Chara, signed a one-year deal with 
the Washington Capitals worth $795,000. 
Chara, who is 43 years old, refused to 
accept a limited role with the Bruins. 
Also, some sad news, former 
Edmonton Oilers coach, John Muckler, 
passed away on January 4 at age 86. 
Muckler was a member of the Oilers 
coaching staff that won Stanley Cups 
in 1984, 1985, 1987, 1988, and 1990—
the latter with Muckler as head coach. 
Kevin Lowe, former Oilers defenceman, 
played for Muckler during those cup-
winning years. “After we were swept by 
the Islanders in the [1983] finals, John 
Muckler’s fingerprint on the team began,” 
Lowe said in an email interview with 
the Other Press. “We were a much more 
structured team [systems-wise] than 
people recognize. John Muckler was well 
spoken. When he spoke, he never [candy-
coated] anything. It was like hearing from 
your parents. You didn’t like to hear it, 
but you knew he was right no matter how 
difficult it was to hear.” 
Lastly, goalie Henrik Lundqvist, who 
signed with the Washington Capitals 
in October 2020, is recovering after 
undergoing successful open-heart surgery 
on January 8. Lundqvist had announced 
previously that he would be sitting out the 
2021 season due to a heart condition. On 
December 28, Lundqvist posted on Twitter: 
“Last [three] weeks my focus has shifted 
from training camp and the upcoming 
season to my health and what I can and 
can’t do. Scheduled for […] open heart 
surgery now—aortic valve replacement, 
aortic root, and ascending aortic 
replacement, to be more exact. We all have 
our mountains to climb. Staying positive 
here and set on the road to recovery.”
Vancouver Canucks January 2021 game 
schedule:
• January 13 and 14, road games versus 
Edmonton Oilers
• January 16 and 18, road games versus 
Calgary Flames
• January 20, 21 and 23, home games versus 
Montreal Canadiens
• January 25, 27 and 28, home games versus 
Ottawa Senators
NHL 2021 season begins this week
 › Pandemic-altered NHL schedule is the new norm
• Pandemic-altered NHL schedule is the 
new norm
• Three bold sports predictions for 2021
• What essential changes have been 
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Mo Hussain
Sports Reporter
Whether it was delaying games by a couple of months, having to play 
with no fans present, or in some cases 
having to be isolated from their families for 
a couple months to play, the sports world 
had to learn to adapt in 2020. 
Seeing how so much had to be 
changed in such a short period of time, this 
does (to some extent) open our minds to 
the possibilities of what could happen in 
2021. Some predictions may be far fetched, 
others may be realistic, but considering 
how wild 2020 was, anything might happen 
in the sports universe.
MORE FANS WILL BE BACK IN ARENAS
This prediction already came true as 
some teams in the NBA, NFL, NHL 
are permitting their venues to allow in 
approximately 10 to 30 percent of their 
capacities. However, I predict that whether 
it is more teams letting fans in or the 
current teams allowing more fans, these 
restrictions will loosen at some point due 
to the release of the COVID vaccine. As 
more of them start to roll out, teams may 
start to feel more comfortable with letting 
fans attend.
2021 TOKYO OLYMPICS WILL NOT 
HAPPEN
This prediction may seem contradictory 
to the other one, and I hope this may be 
wrong, but the 2021 Tokyo Olympics seem 
like too much of a logistical nightmare to 
occur. It is one thing to have to coordinate 
around COVID restrictions when working 
for a league that only has participants in 
one continent playing one sport. 
It is a completely different task to have 
to coordinate around COVID restrictions 
with participants coming from all over the 
world, and with there being almost fifty 
different sports. Also keep in mind that the 
Winter Olympics are coming up in early 
2022, and they will also have to have their 
sights set on that.
The Olympics are still supposed to be 
set to get going on July 23, but actually being 
able to pull it off will be quite the feat.
SPORTS WILL BE VALUED MORE 
BY THE END OF THIS COVID 
NIGHTMARE
Assuming this COVID disaster will be out 
of the picture by 2021, many will look at 
the sports world with a lot more gratitude. 
During every massive crisis before this 
pandemic, the sports world usually was not 
affected to the point where seasons were 
shut down. The world has been in chaos in 
the past, yet sports fans would usually still 
have something to escape to for a moment. 
When the pandemic first hit in the 
beginning of this year, it was the first time 
that many of us had that kind of escapism 
pulled from under us while the world was 
overturned. Many of us had to go about our 
day-to-day lives without our valued outlet 
for stress. 
However, during all the madness, 
many professional leagues still found a 
way to operate at some point. Once this 
pandemic dwindles down and people can 
freely get together and watch their favourite 
events together, there will be a lot more 
enthusiasm for sports—something some of 
us might have underappreciated. 
Three bold sports predictions for 2021
 › A lot can happen in a year, clearly
Mo Hussain
Sports Reporter
This article may be a little late to the “10-year challenge,” but considering 
what has transpired over the last year, it 
is quite fascinating to compare the sports 
landscape from 10 years ago to today.
NBA
Players have come and gone in the NBA, 
but the one constant this past decade is 
LeBron James being atop the basketball 
world. During January of 2011, the then 
26-year-old was playing his first season as 
part of the Miami Heat. On the team he 
was alongside Dwyane Wade and Chris 
Bosh; LeBron was looking to capture his 
first NBA championship.
In the meantime, 18-year-old 
basketball player Anthony Davis was 
finishing up his last year of high school 
and preparing to play for the University of 
Kentucky after he graduated.
Ten years and four championships later, 
the now 36-year-old James is still competing 
for basketball’s biggest prize as he looks 
to win his second straight championship 
alongside the now 27-year-old Davis, and 
the rest of the Los Angeles Lakers. 
NHL
Vancouverites may find it hard to look 
back at the Canucks ten years ago, but 
let us not forget that the team was at the 
top of the hockey world at the start of 
January 2011 and were the favourite to 
win a Stanley Cup that year. The Tampa 
Bay Lightning were also a relatively 
competitive team that year, but they were 
not necessarily as good as the Canucks.
A decade later, and the tables 
have turned as it is the Lightning that 
is heading into the 2021 season with a 
Stanley Cup under their belt—and they 
are the favourites to win again this year. 
Meanwhile, the Canucks unfortunately still 
don’t have a Stanley Cup on their resume.
However, the Canucks have revamped 
themselves and built a solid core group 
of young players heading into the 
2021 season and will hope to reach the 
mountain top of the hockey world once 
again in the near future. 
NFL 
A common theme here is that some 
winners stay winning.  Ten years ago, this 
time around, 27-year-old Aaron Rodgers 
and the sixth seed Green Bay Packers had 
just won their wildcard matchup against 
the Philadelphia Eagles, and then went on 
to be the only wild card team since then to 
win a super bowl. 
Meanwhile, a 16-year-old athlete out of 
Whitehouse High School in Texas named 
Patrick Mahomes was still juggling between 
playing both football and baseball.
A decade later, the Packers and a 
37-year-old Rodgers are now heading into 
the playoffs with the best record in the NFC 
and are looking to win a super bowl on the 
10-year anniversary of their last super bowl 
victory. But doing so will be quite the task 
as a now 25-year-old Patrick Mahomes 
looks to win back-to-back super bowls with 
the Kansas City Chiefs.
A look at the top of the sports 
world in 2011 vs 2021
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• The legacy of Elvis Presley
• ‘The Queen’s Gambit’ Netflix show 
review




    
It was a casual fall day when one of my best friends sent me an iMessage that 
would change everything. A game of 
chess via GamePigeon, and with it, plenty 
of future turmoil. When met with my 
confused reply, “I don’t even know how 
to play chess,” this friend went on a long 
tangent explaining the rules of the game 
and potential strategies (as well as what the 
pieces were called, which I definitely would 
not remember). One thing led to another 
and suddenly I’m watching the Netflix 
historic drama miniseries, The Queen’s 
Gambit, directed by Scott Frank. There are 
spoilers ahead!
The star of the show is the lead 
character Beth Harmon, played by 
Anya Taylor-Joy. With just the slightest 
movements and near-blank facial 
expressions, Taylor-Joy presents an array 
of emotion for the audience to fully feel 
how she feels. She carries the weight of the 
character’s less-than-ideal life situation. It 
is similar to that of Millie Bobby-Brown’s 
“Eleven” because with their acting, less is 
more. Oftentimes the darkest situations 
see Beth—and only see her. No speech 
is necessary to watch the days and tragic 
events unfold and burden the heart-
crushing realities that the character faces. 
Yet, the emotional weight of the show 
never becomes too much, nor too much of 
a focal point. The realities are laid bare as 
just those—tragic realities. The show stays 
consistent and concise, focused on chess 
throughout all seven episodes.
We watch Beth Harmon grow up 
from being a child to a worldwide chess 
champion, though not without her fair 
share of terrible tragedies, and even bad 
decisions made on her part. Having lost 
her mom, and her dad not being in her life, 
Beth—orphaned and alone—begins to play 
chess with the orphanage’s janitor in the 
basement. Quickly becoming an exemplary 
player, the janitor seeks out a local high 
school team for Beth to play and compete 
against to see where she stood in skill. Of 
course, even as a child, she beat the entire 
team…while playing everyone at the same 
time. Thus, Beth would grow to become a 
huge name in the game.
The show employs an inception-like 
gimmick; while we’re already in flashbacks 
of Beth’s life watching her grow, inside 
these flashbacks we get further flashbacks 
detailing accounts of her early childhood 
and family troubles. From watching her 
parents’ marriage collapse, her father 
rejecting the family, to her mother 
eventually purposefully driving into a 
collision, Beth suffered too much loss at a 
very important developmental period of 
her life. Though, early clues suggest Beth 
may have inherited a sharp mind, such as 
the cover of a book that her mother went to 
burn in a fire which read that her mother, 
Alice, had authored the mathematics book 
and had a Ph.D. 
Any show that can take a skill, art, or 
sport and make an audience excited about 
it is phenomenal, as getting someone 
excited about something they do not 
understand is an enormous feat already. 
The Queen’s Gambit does just that. The art 
of chess seemed absent lately (proven by 
my own lack of knowledge) so this show 
came just in time. 
Jonathan Pabico
Senior Columnist
    
Paul McCartney’s recent album McCartney III introduces new tracks 
that are eclectic with their tones and 
soundscapes. Some songs from the 
collection’s first half are surprisingly 
underwhelming, but it’s around the 
second half when the playlist really picks 
up and becomes explosively upbeat. 
McCartney’s iconic vocals coupled with 
his imaginative compositions deliver 
remarkably whimsical tunes.
Simple themes from every track are 
reminiscent of the equally simple messages 
from McCartney’s classic Beatles songs. 
However, his daring craft also signals how 
eager the singer is to revitalize his work with 
bold, zany, and experimental style choices. 
The surreal R&B vibes of “Deep Down” 
and the psychedelic eeriness of “Deep Deep 
Feeling” infuses genres with McCartney’s 
recognizable lyricism. This approach 
produces strange yet laidback melodies 
that you might hear at an avant-garde 
music lounge. 
McCartney also uses the album to 
discuss mental health for today’s time. 
His song “Find My Way,” for instance, 
features the chorus “You never used to 
be afraid of days like these / But now 
you’re overwhelmed by your anxieties / 
Let me help you out.” The piano’s vibrant 
tempos, the drums’ lively dynamics, 
and the guitar’s cascading moods create 
enveloping synergy with McCartney’s 
vocals. This arrangement is coupled with 
the kind lyrics to reassure listeners that 
there’s nothing wrong with being open 
with others about emotional struggles.
Closing this journey are soothing 
songs that leave a lingering positivity in the 
wake of the new year. A personal favorite, 
“The Kiss of Venus” has lyrics like “The kiss 
of Venus has got me on the go” and “we 
circle through the square / Two passing 
planets in the sweet, sweet summer air.” 
These beautiful and endearing metaphors 
about love blend Roman mythology with 
astronomy, and illustrate the human heart 
as the vast space opera of people’s lives. 
Moreover, McCartney’s meditative vocals are 
layered with soft chords from the guitar for a 
therapeutic experience that can help people 
face 2021 with hope, resolve, and love.
Despite its takeaways, McCartney III 
doesn’t surpass the more enjoyably Beatles-
esque energy of his last album Egypt 
Station. McCartney’s newest songs are 
definitely worth hearing at least once, but 
they aren’t as catchy or memorable as tracks 
like “Come On To Me” or “Dominoes” from 
his previous collection. His audacious 
music will take multiple listens to really 
appreciate its peculiar beats.
Overall, Paul McCartney once again 
provides his fans with an incredibly 
refreshing soundtrack. The album jumps 
between genres to deliver soundscapes with 
their own inventive facets. McCartney’s 
newest songs illustrate his drive to 
reinvent his art and image. He continually 
challenges our assumptions—and perhaps 
even his own—about what he can do 
musically. For your enjoyment and fans 
everywhere, please welcome McCartney III 
for 2021!
The nudge society 
needed to revive 
chess culture
Paul McCartney for the new year
 › ‘The Queen’s Gambit’ Netflix show review
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Brandon Yip
Senior Columnist
Elvis Presley has been dead for 44 years. January 8 would have been the 
King’s 86th birthday. Presley’s estate, 
Graceland, in Memphis, Tennessee, 
recently held a three-day birthday 
celebration event. The festivities included 
a hidden Graceland tour, Elvis birthday 
proclamation ceremony, tour of Tupelo 
(Elvis’ birthplace), musical performances, 
complimentary appetizers at Vernon’s 
Smokehouse restaurant—followed by more 
Graceland mansion tours.    
Presley’s music and image has 
endured as younger generations have 
discovered his music. Another boost to 
help expose Elvis’ enduring popularity to 
younger fans is a new Baz Luhrmann biopic 
about the King—scheduled for release in 
November 2021. Austin Butler portrays 
the King while Tom Hanks has the role as 
Presley’s polarizing manager, Colonel Tom 
Parker.      
Notably, Presley has sold over an 
estimated billion records worldwide—more 
than any solo artist in history. He had 39 
number one hits (combined US and UK 
charts). He also starred in 31 films and 
won three Grammys during his career—
all for gospel music. Presley, with his 
talent, charisma, and unique style was a 
phenomenon in the 1950s—helping to bring 
rock ‘n’ roll music to a wider audience. He 
was also a sex symbol and was controversial; 
his wiggling hips were considered vulgar 
by the older generation. Elvis’ hips were so 
threatening and dangerous to society that 
during his third and final appearance on The 
Ed Sullivan Show on January 6, 1957, he was 
filmed from the waist-up. The nerve of Elvis 
to move his legs and hips like that while 
singing, how dare he do such a thing! Today, 
fans young and old have kept Elvis’ memory 
alive with Facebook groups, fan clubs, and 
annual festivals (all canceled in 2020 due to 
the pandemic).
Barb Dobie, who lives in Duncan, 
BC, is an Elvis super fan. She had the 
opportunity to meet the King during 
the late 1960s and saw him live 30 times 
during the 1970s. Dobie says from her 
experience in interacting with younger 
people, they prefer the older Elvis instead 
of the younger Elvis. “It seems the younger 
people really love the early [1970s] the 
most for [his] music and specials!” Dobie 
said in an email interview with the Other 
Press. “However, they really love how Elvis 
sounded and looked in that sexy leather 
suit in the [1968 Comeback] Special 
(recorded in June of 1968) […] As for the 
[1970s], it’s the [films] That's the Way It Is 
(1970) and Elvis on Tour (1972) […] Then 
the Aloha Special from [January 1973] 
too!” 
However, Elvis’ popularity has not 
been fully embraced by some young people. 
A quick YouGov poll conducted in the UK 
in 2017 interviewed 2,034 British adults. 
The findings revealed that 29 percent 
(aged 18 to 24 years) stated they had never 
listened to an Elvis song. Also, none of the 
same age group listened to Elvis daily; with 
only eight percent listening to the King 
monthly. As well, the group was asked their 
thoughts about other musicians. Twice 
as many said they liked The Beatles (23 
percent) and David Bowie (25 percent) 
compared with Elvis (12 percent).          
Nonetheless, Presley’s music on 
Spotify has revealed no lack of interest 
from subscribers. The King’s music has 
been streamed and downloaded at an 
astonishing rate; as of January 10, Presley 
has 25,522,790 monthly listeners. In August 
2019, Spotify issued a statement published 
in the Memphis Commercial Appeal 
pertaining to Elvis’ appeal with younger 
audiences: “It’s not often we see an artist 
stream in similar numbers across different 
age groups, but it seems Elvis appeals to 
18-22-year-olds almost as much as listeners 
aged 45-59. The former group accounts for 
20 percent of all Elvis streaming on Spotify 
in the last month, while the latter accounts 
for 17 percent.” In addition, Spotify states 
that Presley continues to be one of their 
top artists during the holidays with the 
King’s classic song, “Blue Christmas” 
being streamed over 116 million times. In 
November 2020, Spotify announced that 
“Blue Christmas” was ranked number 19 as 
part of Spotify’s list of the top 25 most-
streamed Christmas songs of all time.  
Plus, the King has a strong presence 
on YouTube, as there are numerous videos 
posted with younger fans filming reaction 
videos to Presley’s music. Elvis Presley’s 
image and music has transcended 
generations. With younger fans 
discovering Elvis’ music as evidenced by 
his massive number of monthly listeners 
and followers on Spotify, the King’s 
popularity will continue to endure.
The legacy of 
Elvis Presley
 › Late icon’s music continues to be 
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When it comes to the DC Extended Universe (DCEU), the Warner 
Brothers connected universe of DC Comics 
movies, the Universe has never organized 
itself properly. But, it has always had 
one shining star in Gal Gadot’s Wonder 
Woman, and her successful first film 
directed by Patty Jenkins. Jenkins returns 
to the director chair for the sequel, Wonder 
Woman 1984, and while it fails to capture 
the same magic that the first film had, 
Wonder Woman 1984 still provides many 
thrills, top notch performances, and even 
some tear-jerking moments.
Set in 1984, Wonder Woman must 
save the world from destruction caused 
by villain Maxwell Lord (Pedro Pascal), a 
TV pitchman who wishes to grant people 
their deepest desires, while also furthering 
his own ambitions. There are many great 
performances in this film, including Gadot 
and Chris Pine’s reincarnated Steve Trevor, 
but the true standout of this film is Pascal. 
He takes off the Mandalorian mask for a 
transcendent performance as Max Lord. 
Pascal brings one of the most best villain 
portrayals in recent comic book memory. He 
is complex and selfish, but in a way human. 
He represents the embodiment of human 
ambition. These qualities make Lord the 
movie’s most interesting character, and 
hands down the best villain in all the DCEU. 
Throughout the movie, Jenkins shows 
how well she understands the characters, 
and how to sculpt big moments. She knows 
how to bring out the “wow” in the film. It’s 
unfortunate that most people will likely 
only be able to view this through a TV set 
and not at a big screen surround sound 
cinema due to the coronavirus pandemic 
shutting down theatres around the world. 
For British Columbia, a video-on-demand 
release is the only way to watch the movie 
due to every theatre in the province being 
ordered to shut down.
The plot of the movie is original and 
fits with the story themes established 
in Jenkins 2017 film. Wonder Woman is 
tasked with defending mankind from evils 
like war, desire, and lies. While these do 
manifest in real villains they also manifest 
in the human condition. It is Wonder 
Woman’s duty to save people from these 
ills, but not with her power. Instead, she 
must use her belief in the good of all 
people. This theme is really felt in the third 
act. While the previous movie’s weakness 
was its third act, it is this movie’s strength, 
and considering what kind of year 2020 
has been, with many people wishing the 
year was better, or that we could experience 
it with loved ones, the ending is quite 
prescient in today’s world.
While the film is well done it is not 
without its flaws. The film’s length is an 
issue. It runs two hours and 30 minutes, 
which does make the film feel bloated 
as there are many scenes that could have 
been cut out—the most glaring being 
Kristen Wiig’s Cheetah. Wiig does a 
serviceable job in the movie but if she were 
cut out entirely, nothing would be lost. 
Considering Cheetah is one of Wonder 
Woman’s greatest foes, it’s a bit perplexing 
that Jenkins would use the character in 
what feels like a C plot. 
Another fault of the movie comes 
with its CGI. The DCEU has had some 
tough times with CGI, and Wonder Woman 
1984 is no exception. All of the CGI in the 
film just has this sheen over it that feels 
artificial. The realization of Cheetah, 
while not Cats bad, still comes off looking 
like bad Island of Dr. Moreau cosplay. 
Considering this film had an extra six-and-
a-half months in stasis waiting out the 
coronavirus, it’s disappointing that they 
couldn’t keep trying to make the CGI the 
best it could be, especially when Marvel 
movies over at Disney are usually very 
competent with their CGI.
While Wonder Woman 1984 does not 
fly as high as the first movie, it still provides 
thrills and a great movie spectacle that was 
missed from the entertainment landscape 
in 2020. The Wonder Woman franchise 
is still the crown jewel of the DCEU and 
leads the way for engaging stories that 
will hopefully spread beyond the Wonder 
Woman section of the Extended Universe.
CJ Sommerfeld
Staff Writer
In 2020, after nine years of being musically dormant (to the public), alt-rock group 
Bright Eyes released an album titled Down 
in the Weeds, Where the World Once Was. 
The first video for the album—a fury of 
Indian-ink animations—was released for 
their single “Mariana Trench” on June 22. 
Just last month, however, another video 
came out, uncovering how the hand-
illustrated stop motion came to be.
A troupe of 2D animators and 
designers from Art Camp—a video, 
animation, photography, and design 
creative studio—were responsible for the 
making and directing the 2,210 hand-
illustrated frames. Artists from the United 
States, Singapore, Switzerland, and India 
contributed to the four-minute animation, 
each of which were assigned to complete 
between 200 and 300 illustrations. These 
hundreds of illustrations resulted in a mere 
20 to 30 seconds of stop-motion per artist.
The animation is described as 
depicting “a journey to a celebration for 
the end of the world,”—a euphonism to 
the harm that human has self-inflicted and 
spread to one another and our Earth. The 
video follows a young girl running through 
a buffalo-clad space, rich in nature, until 
she is faced with a cliff. She is then being 
followed, running through a maze of 
Roman-esque structures when buildings 
and laborers appear briefly before the 
structures are overtaken by flames. The 
remaining images in the video show the 
contiguity of battle and harmony—uniting 
human and nature. The video concludes 
with a mass of people surrounding an 
ablaze tower, above which, Bright Eyes 
plays. Neanderthals, the 20th century 
human, and animals dance amongst the 
fire and smoke, alluding to the capitalistic 
mess which the current state world is in. 
All of which is depicted in an abstract mass 
of ink splotches and drawings. 
While the illustrations have a child-
like quality to them, the video’s themes—
environmental collapse, neo-capitalism, 
and colonialism reveal the adult and 
dismal essence of the track. These blatant 
images accompany the tune’s undisguised/
overt lyrics: “Well, they better save some 
space for me/ In that growing cottage 
industry/ Where selfishness is currency/ 
People spend more than they make […] 
The closing bell death tolls/ Hear the 
market crash/ A crying trader swears 
he'll get out of the game […] Look out for 
the plainclothes/ Look out for what the 
wiretap knows/ Look out on the ever-
widening money trail and where it goes/ 
It takes a lot of gall to try to please/ These 
dehumanizing entities/ I befriended all my 
enemies/ They had my back against the 
wall / Oh, a coward is what a coward does.”
Mariana Trench is the deepest oceanic 
depression on Earth. What a great figure of 
speech to convey the current sociopolitical 
state that us Westerners are in. “Look up at 
that Everest/ Look down in that Mariana 
Trench”—look up at the one percent, look 
down at the juxtaposed rest. The song 
begs the question, can human demoralize 
further than they currently have, and if so, 
what will that look like?
Wonderful Wonder Woman
Bright Eyes ‘Mariana Trench’ video 
clarifies the tune’s socio-political theme
 › ‘Wonder Woman 1984’ soars as one of the most original comic book movies of the last few years
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Occasionally we’re hit with big news that sucks so bad we just want to 
drop everything, spend all of our money 
on purchasing an entire island, and go 
skydiving in Greece. 
However, sometimes you do the 
spontaneous activity before getting the bad 
news, and then boy, good thing you had 
some fun, huh?
Vague hypothesis aside, I went 
snowboarding for the first time the day 
before my doctor told me I have to get a 
gastroscopy to check for stomach cancer. 
Here’s hoping that pans out well. 
Though what you may or may not be 
surprised to know is that my body didn’t 
fare too well post-snowboarding, but we’ll 
get to that. 
To start, no, you do not need 
your own snowboarding equipment 
to go snowboarding. At pretty much 
any mountain (from Grouse through 
Whistler) you can find rentals from the 
same website you purchase mountain/
gondola tickets from. These tickets include 
skis, snowboards, boots, and helmets. 
Rent a locker to put your shoes in, and be 
prepared to wait a while for the gondola. 
Snowboarding is hard. There are 
ridges everywhere so one wrong move (and 
one missed stop) and bam! You’ve fallen off 
a cliff. 
To avoid this fate, watch some videos 
on how to snowboard before you go (just 
going with friends who know how might 
not be enough—take it from me). Most 
importantly, do what I should have done: 
learn how to fall properly before you hit the 
slopes. If you don’t, two days later you will 
regret it. 
When you fall forward, fall on your 
forearms, not your wrists. When you fall 
backwards, fall on as much of your body 
as you can but keep your head up (snow 
or no snow—hitting your head on impact 
hurts bad). Remember that your first run is 
probably going to be terrible. 
There are two stances for 
snowboarding called “regular” (left foot 
forward) or “goofy” (right foot forward). 
Apparently, I’m goofy (a little degrading 
but I didn’t make up those names) and you 
can generally tell which you are by which 
foot you use to take the first step going up 
stairs. I used to skateboard, so I went with 
my skateboarding stance. You may have 
to input this information when you rent 
equipment. 
Bring goggles or buy them if it’s sunny 
out, but I didn’t need them for the cloudy 
day I went. Better safe than sorry, though. 
Overall, don’t get scared. Trying new 
things is amazing and getting good at them 
is a whole ‘nother level of exciting. You 
never know when it’s your last day to live—
could be this very moment—so ask a friend 
to go snowboarding for the first time. Even 
better, get spontaneous about it and ask 
to go the next day! There’s so much fun to 
have if you let yourself. 
Snowboarding for the first time

















Most importantly, do what I should have done:  
learn how to fall properly before you hit the slopes.
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Hitchhiking is considered a dangerous mode of transportation by many. 
However, at 20-years old, I yearned for 
adventure—one of the many spurs of the 
moment decisions that defined my early 
twenties. Driven by fearlessness and boredom, 
I set out on a roundtrip from Vancouver to 
Montreal. Without access to a vehicle and 
minimal savings hitchhiking was an affordable 
albeit risky way to travel, along with an excuse 
to quit my minimum wage job and flee the 
city for the summer. I convinced my partner 
at the time to come along for the journey. In 
combination with my street smarts and my 
partner’s boxing training and height of 6’6, we 
were the ideal mates. 
Although many European countries 
permit hitchhiking, Canada has rules that 
restrict thumbing-a-ride along British 
Columbia Highway 1 and Ontario Highway 
400. Fortunately for us, we successfully hitched 
rides throughout Canada until we entered the 
hitchhiking graveyard of Wawa, attributed 
to the neighbouring abandoned towns and 
scant traffic flow. In White River, Ontario, we 
camped out for two nights until, eventually, 
two sisters who were on the way to visit their 
mom for her birthday offered us a ride. Some 
drivers sought companionship while travelling 
long distances. Others saw their younger selves 
in us and shared stories of hitchhiking as 
teenagers. A memorable ride is a woman who 
had just signed her divorce papers and was 
in celebration mode, evident from the flask 
sitting in the cupholder. 
Once we arrived in Montreal, we headed 
to the canal and shared stories with friends 
under the moonlight. We crashed at an 
acquaintance’s living room for the rest of 
the month, eating poutine and striking up 
friendships with other travelers, creatives, and 
musicians. After a month in Montreal, it was 
time to return home. To avoid Highway 400, 
where hitchhiking is illegal, we decided to 
purchase a rideshare ticket from Montreal to 
Ottawa. Thankfully once in Ontario, a group 
of three travelling musicians—who were on 
their way to British Columbia to visit friends 
and celebrate Quebec’s Independence Day—
let us into their vehicle. In the summer, many 
Quebecois travel to Okanagan to enjoy a break 
from the humidity and earn cash picking fruit. 
The experience was unforgettable, and 
I cherish the memories. I confronted my 
misanthropy after encounters with strangers 
restored my faith in humanity. There was an 
exchange of trust between the driver and the 
hitchhiker. At the end of our trip together, we 
shared gratitude and waited on the highway 
for the next congenial person. I kept a journal 
along for the ride because I knew one day this 
adventure would be worth sharing. 
Although my experience with hitchhiking 
was amicable, I recommend approaching it 
with caution. Here are some tips to keep you 
safe. When you enter the car of a stranger, 
there are many possible outcomes. In the 
worst-case scenario, you may end up dead. 
After a series of murders in the 1970s, there 
has been a stark decline in folks opting for 
hitchhiking. That said, violent incidents are 
far and few between. Always listen to your gut; 
if someone seems off, decline a ride. Better to 
remain stuck in a town for another night versus 
fraught with danger. Always inform someone 
of your whereabouts, including a photo of the 
vehicle’s license plate. Have a buddy that you 
hitchhike with, so you have each other’s back. 
Experiencing Canada from the inside of 
various vehicles was a one-of-a-kind adventure. 
The conversations taught me new perspectives. 
The kindness I encountered from strangers 
made me comprehend human nature from a 
heartening outlook. Nevertheless, I have no 
plans to be standing on the highway with my 
thumb out anytime soon. The next time I travel 
post-covid, it will be either via a plane or a 
vehicle for my safety. 
A first-hand account of 
hitchhiking in Canada
 fi    
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 › How accepting rides from strangers restored my faith in humanity
Janis McMath
Editor-in-Chief
A new year brings many things—including weather predictions from The Farmers’ 
Almanac and the Old Farmer’s Almanac. 
The Farmers’ Almanac has nearly 1.3-million 
followers on Facebook and 1.7-million copies 
sold annually; the Old Farmer’s Almanac has 
more than 1.5-million followers and more than 
3-million copies sold annually. These books 
predict long-term weather have a lengthy 
history in both the US and Canada. Although 
they have a large following (as far as weather 
related content goes) the popular Google search 
“is The Farmers' Almanac witchcraft?” implies 
that few know how it works or what it is.
An almanac is a type of book that contains 
information about the weather, star positions, 
astrology, jokes, and other entertaining 
and informative content. The etymology of 
“almanac” is uncertain, and commonly debated. 
One of the original almanacs was called Poor 
Richard’s Almanack and was actually made by 
Benjamin Franklin. (He actually put the first 
version of his quote “No pain, no gain” in the 
publication—known initially as “there are no 
gains without pain.”) Almanacs were extremely 
common in the late 16th century, and the only 
book that outsold them was the bible. The hole 
in the corner was used to hang the book from 
a nail in your outhouse—the publishers still 
put the hole in the corner in continuing the 
tradition. Both almanacs use the term “farmer” 
since everyone grew their own crops when 
almanacs were first gaining popularity. Each of 
the almanacs predict what the season will look 
like, and both have been doing so for over 200 
years. George Washington, the first president, 
was still president at the time the book was 
initially put out. (Donald Trump was the 45th 
president for reference.) The website for the Old 
Farmer’s Almanac uses this as a humble brag, 
but there certainly is some negative association 
with how dated their formulas and methods are 
for predicting the weather. 
While the almanacs are associated to old 
wives’ tales (as they publish the superstitions) 
each of their websites state that they don’t use 
such information in their predictions. Each 
weather-predicting service states that they 
use some old formulas, but have updated 
many of the factors they consider. The Old 
Farmer's Almanac explains that they study 
sunspots, consistent weather patterns, and the 
atmosphere for their forecast; The Farmers' 
Almanac considers sunspots, tides and the 
moon, and the positions of planets in their 
calculations. Many of the factors the almanacs 
consider range from somewhat consequential to 
basically irrelevant in the eyes of meteorologists. 
Tides, the moon, and planetary positions are 
seen as irrelevant to negligible—but sunspots 
do have some impact on the weather. National 
Weather Service meteorologists do point out 
that such data only impacts weather at the 
length of years or decades—and cannot help 
accurately determine the specifics in forecasting 
the seasons. 
As mentioned before, something almanacs 
did keep from their days from 200 plus years 
ago are their old formulas and a strange 
secretive tradition; the The Old Farmer's 
Almanac literally has the formula their creator 
made locked up in a black box at headquarters, 
while The Farmers’ Almanac has had very few 
people access their formula (only seven in the 
company’s lengthy existence). The current 
person who calculates the weather for The 
Farmers’ Almanac uses a pseudonym, Caleb 
Weatherbee, to ensure protection of the 
company’s secrets.
While this move can be partially 
understood from a fiscal perspective in keeping 
their business exclusive, as far as the practice 
of science goes, this secretive approach at best 
discredits their method and, at worst, can 
be viewed as fraudulent. A method which is 
claimed to be 80 percent accurate in predicting 
the weather should be shared with the public. 
Good science is reproduced and peer reviewed. 
And, if others can have access to the formula, 
they can add their own contributions to refine 
the method.
The almanacs state that they are 80 percent 
accurate, but multiple studies all put their 
guesses closer to the neighbourhood of 50. 
As the study “Testing the Farmer’s Almanac” 
suggests, this percentage of accuracy is no 
Anything but the 
weather channel
 › The inaccurate science of meteorology leaves millions of people yearning for more
Regarding their formula, the secretive approach the almanacs take at best 
discredits their method and, at worst, can be viewed as fraudulent.
greater than chance. The accuracy of the 
almanac’s predictions is further confused by 
the vague language used. While they explain 
how to read the almanac on their website, it 
is observed that language like “greater than 
usual” and “less than usual” allows the almanac 
to claim accuracy when they are just stating 
the usual averages and leaning on the law 
of averages. For example, the term “greater 
than usual snow” is used in the almanacs. 
How much greater? Another criticism is 
that historic averages can’t help when the 
weather is abnormal. It is mentioned that 
meteorology used to be all about looking at 
historic averages, so the almanac does share 
that method with historic meteorology—
but the almanac cannot predict day-to-day 
changes with their method. 
Meteorologists emphasize that any 
weather prediction past a week is unreliable, 
and that even day-to-day forecasts are, at 
this point in science, seen as impossible 
to master. Because there are a mind-
boggling number of variables in predicting 
weather, forecasts are all about the amount 
of power behind the huge calculations 
needing completion. With the help of 
supercomputers, meteorologists are able 
to input these millions of variables without 
needing the manpower of thousands upon 
thousands of people to complete these 
equations. The availability of accurate and 
constantly updated weather data is what 
has pushed meteorology forward, so the 
almanacs making accurate far-reaching 
predictions without considering any of this 
revolutionary data seems unlikely. 
It is said that if every molecule in the 
system were monitored, we would be able 
to predict the exact weather, but as that is 
impossible (at this point in human history 
anyway), all weather readings are guaranteed 
to be inexact educated guesses. This where 
the “Butterfly Effect” comes into place—a 
theory first postulated by meteorologist 
Edward Lorenz in the 1960s. The theory 
basically explains that with a system as 
complex and as filled with variables as the 
weather, small changes in one aspect have 
the power to create big changes in the final 
forecast of the weather. His theory was also 
known as “chaos theory.” 
Instances where forecasters have been 
drastically off the mark after being so confident 
understandably contribute to the negative 
impression many have of meteorologists—and 
perhaps is why more than a million people 
look to the two popular farmer almanacs for 
alternative weather forecasts. For an example 
of the failings of forecasters, a 19-year-old 
boy named Jacob Meisel made his own app 
that predicted the floods due to Superstorm 
Sandy much more accurately than the local 
weather program. A study in Kansas City 
found that when local forecasters predicted 
a 100 percent chance of rain, it only actually 
rained roughly 33 percent of the time. These 
examples certainly don’t build up the image of 
the weatherman. It is understandable where 
the confusion and contempt comes from, but 
there have been many successes in metrology. 
Hurricane and flood prediction is one huge 
advancement to consider. Another factor to 
consider is that information used to predict 
the weather isn’t available to every network 
and station. Less populated areas have less 
technology to predict the weather.
Knowing that meteorology is still a new 
and developing science with little accuracy 
is essential when trying not to drown in the 
plethora of weather reports coming at you. We 
can’t completely discount the credibility of the 
almanacs without reviewing their methods—
but if they bar the public from reviewing 
their methods, the secrecy is certainly reason 
for suspicion. It is no question that their 
methods are out of place in the field of science. 
Meteorology, while a changing and improving 
science, is still very fetal in its methods and 
theories. Strides in weather forecasting are 
on the horizon, but until then, we’ll have to 
appreciate the technology we have now and 
learn to live in the uncertainty of weather. And 
without the uncertainty of weather, where 
would small talk be? 
Anything but the 
weather channel
 › The inaccurate science of meteorology leaves millions of people yearning for more
A study in Kansas City found that when local forecasters predicted a 100 percent 
chance of rain, it only actually rained roughly 33 percent of the time.
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Metro Vancouver residents love their chicken. In the last few years, there has been an explosion 
in the number of chicken restaurants that have 
opened in the area. Whether it’s the Popeyes Chicken 
restaurants that have been expanding at a feverish 
pace, the Newfoundland favourite Mary Brown’s 
Chicken & Taters that have sprung up south of the 
Fraser, or the upcoming openings of Jollibee’s, the 
Philippine chicken establishment, Vancouverites 
have a hankering for the white meat. However, before 
these restaurants came into the picture, another 
chicken establishment had a commanding presence 
in the market before seemingly disappearing: 
Brownies Chicken and Seafood. After a visit to their 
Maple Ridge location, I enjoyed the chicken so much 
that I later drove down to their Mission location to 
talk to franchise owner Gary Acutt about Brownies, 
the history, and what makes his chicken better than 
the big franchises.
First, my journey to try Brownies Chicken. 
Though Brownies is known for their fried chicken, 
I went for the four-piece boneless, skinless chicken 
(which despite the title still did have a crispy breaded 
skin, but I’ll get to that later) with two original 
and two Cajun pieces. After receiving my order in 
a cardboard container packaging with a cute bear 
that has been a notable feature going back to the 
company’s early days, I took the meal back to my car.
As for the chicken, my main reaction would 
involve me describing a vulgar exclaim of ecstasy that 
I will spare readers from. So, to bring this review to 
a PG rating, I will simply say that Brownies chicken 
is the best fast-food chicken I have ever eaten. The 
meat was tender and fresh likely because it was from 
the local Rossdown Farms, and the chicken breading 
was better than any other that I have ever tried. The 
Cajun chicken had the right amount of spice and the 
breading was so light and crispy that it was almost 
falling off the chicken. Being that I ate this chicken at 
the end of 2020, where nothing seemed to go right, 
Brownies was the best food experience I had that 
year. 
After engaging in this chicken experience, I had 
to know more about this Fraser Valley gem. So, I 
spoke to franchise owner Gary Acutt, who has been 
associated with the Brownies name for 42 years. 
Brownies was once an institution in Vancouver, with 
locations all over the Lower Mainland in the ’70s 
and the ’80s. “When I got involved in 1979, there 
were 66 in BC and Alberta,” said Acutt. However, 
the restaurants lost traction in the market and lost 
their standing as Vancouver’s dominant homegrown 
chicken franchise in the ’90s due to high-interest 
rates and bad ownership. The Brownies locations 
that are around now are not the Brownies of old, 
but Acutt’s Brownies-inspired take on the legendary 
chain. The inclusion of seafood was not on the 
original Brownies menu, but is part of the new form 
of Brownies. 
What makes Brownies chicken so good is a 
combination of its use of ingredients, animal fat-free 
oil, and the constant need to do the chicken right 
from start to finish. “If you start with something of 
good quality you will end with something of a good 
quality [...] If I am going to sell something, I have to 
believe in it, and I do.” 
With so many other chicken chains opening in 
the area, I asked Acutt if Brownies has any plans to 
expand. Acutt informed me that the Mission location 
actually opened recently, just a year and a half ago, 
and that there are plans to expand, but only by one, 
maybe two more locations, because Acutt wants to 
keep the franchise local. “We are looking to keep it 
small; we want to keep it family-run.”
Whenever I travel to the Port Coquitlam 
Fremont Village, I always see people lined up around 
the building to get a Popeyes Chicken. Little do they 
know that a couple of towns over resides the best fast-
food chicken establishment in the Lower Mainland. 
In the great chicken wars the winner is not Popeyes 
or Mary Browns, but Brownies; the family-run 
chain making locally sourced chicken with quality 
ingredients has the competition beat.
Headin’ to 
Brownies
 › A journey to Maple Ridge to visit a once dominant chicken franchise
I will simply say that Brownies 
chicken is the best fast-food 
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The pandemic in 2020 was a life changer for many. Our way of life has been 
altered; we are no longer free to socialize 
with friends and colleagues as we had 
before. Standing six feet apart from 
each other was never something that we 
considered—apart from moving away from 
someone who just released a nasty fart or 
had really bad hygiene! 
Nevertheless, the pandemic has taken 
its toll on many people. We are inherently 
social creatures, so being away from others 
while confined at home for extended 
periods has affected our overall mental and 
physical health. 
Trying to cope with the “holiday 
blues”—especially during the pandemic—
has made it even more challenging. Leigh 
Larosa, a psychotherapist at Progressive 
Preventative Health, states that the holiday 
season is a very sad time for many people. 
“Typically, the holidays are viewed as a 
time of happiness and great joy, but it’s 
also a time of reflection and that time of 
reflection can bring about sadness.” 
Furthermore, Jennifer Hollinshead, 
a clinical counsellor and founder of Peak 
Resilience (based in Vancouver), hosts 
free online support groups for people 
having difficulty coping during the holiday 
season—especially during the pandemic. 
Hollinshead’s advises that people be 
cognizant of the negative feelings they 
are experiencing—such as “catastrophic” 
thinking. This type of thinking can be 
unbearable and prevent a person from 
taking productive action. “When you’re 
catastrophizing, when you’re thinking, ‘Oh 
my God, I’m going to be so unhappy over 
the holidays,’ usually your brain stops there 
and you just panic.” 
Hollinshead recommends one method 
to stop this cycle of negative thinking: 
shift your mindset. “If you say something 
to yourself like, ‘OK, well then what? 
What am I going to do?’ It really takes 
you from that catastrophizing helpless 
perspective and it moves you through 
‘Okay, worst-case scenario, you are on your 
own. Then what?’” Hollinshead says that 
incorporating this technique can restore a 
person’s power to be able to think clearly 
and make plans.   
Self-care is another essential 
cornerstone in conquering the January 
blues. Nataxja Cini, a therapist in Ottawa 
who operates Family Therapy, emphasizes 
on the importance of being there for 
yourself. “Whether it’s doing a puzzle, 
spending time online gaming with friends, 
painting, running, reading a book, working 
out, or having a hot bath find the activities 
you enjoy that help you feel refreshed and 
recharged.”  
Lastly, reaching out to your doctor 
or health care professional, along with 
family and friends virtually should never 
be discounted. If people are still feeling 
sad and depressed entering a new calendar 
year, psychotherapist Leigh Larosa advises 
that they speak with their doctor and 
friends. “If you are alone, just know you’re 
not alone. This year [2020], there [were] 
many people experiencing the same 
feelings.” 
Douglas College counselling services:
• To book a 50-minute appointment, call 
604-527-5486 or 604-777-6185. Due 
to COVID-19, all appointments will be 
booked as remote counselling sessions 
(via Zoom or phone). If you are in crisis 
or have an urgent concern, urgent 
appointments (same-day) are available 
most afternoons.
Other resources:
• Canada Suicide Prevention Helpline (1-
833-456-4566)
• Centre for Addiction and Mental 
Health (1-800-463-2338)
• Kids Help Phone (1-800-668-6868)
Coping with the post-Christmas blues
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DAY 1: HARRY POTTER
Harry’s scar is well-illustrated. He’s holding 
a golden owl ornament, which looks like 
Hedwig after a hundred days of tanning on 
the beach.
DAY 2: RONALD WEASLEY
Ron looks super cute in the green toque. 
Mummy Molly Weasley must have knitted 
another Weasley special jacket for Ron with 
his initials on it. He’s holding a Christmas 
cracker. I wonder what magical sweets are 
inside.
DAY 3: HEDWIG
The real Hedwig! The outer fur layer makes 
her the softest toy in the calendar. She 
looks awesome now, unlike her long-lost 
cousin that looks like a combination of an 
owl and the Snitch on Harry’s hand on Day 1.
DAY 7: FRED WEASLEY
Another Weasley! Should I expect the rest of the 
Weasley family in the next days? Fred is wearing his 
mum’s special sweater. For those of you who haven’t 
read or seen Harry Potter (what have you been doing 
your whole life?), Mummy Weasley knits a sweater for 
each of the family members featuring each of their 
initials. Imagine knitting nine sweaters for Christmas 
presents; I hope she uses some magic to finish making 
the sweaters.
DAY 8: FANG
At first, I thought this was Sirius Black in his dog form. 
It turns out that it is Fang—Hagrid’s old dog. He looks a 
bit depressed—it’s like he got kissed by the Dementors.
DAY 9: SEVERUS SNAPE
While the other characters are wearing some sort of 
Christmas clothing, Snape isn’t. Snape is not that excited 
for the holidays. Funko Pop has portrayed his significant 
look so well that if you cover any part of the figure, 
you can still tell that this is everyone’s favourite double 
agent.
DAY 13: (ANOTHER) ALBUS DUMBLEDORE
One more duplicate! You have got to be kidding me! 
This is what Dumbledore looked like when he was 
“calmly” questioning Harry in the Goblet of Fire. 
Ordinary Muggles groom their beard, but Albus ties his 
bread. Why do his glasses look so foggy? He’s not even 
wearing a mask!
DAY 14: DRACO MALFOY
My all-time favourite character! If you tell me you 
didn’t have a crush on Tom Felton years ago, you would 
be lying. Don’t you just love his Slytherin robe with 
the mini house crest on it? The level of detail is beyond 
amazing. I think I just heard the figure saying, “My 
father will hear about this.”
DAY 15: (ANOTHER) HERMIONE GRANGER… BUT 
NOT REALLY
If there’s anything scarier than Voldemort in the 
Harry Potter universe, it must be Hermione the cat. 
She turned into a cat after drinking a wrongly mixed 
Polyjuice potion. Despite her uniform, she looks more 
like a cat than a human. There’s even a tail!
DAY 19: NEVILLE LONGBOTTOM
I had no idea who this fella was when I 
first opened the package that day. I don’t 
remember Neville looking this cute in his 
first few years at Hogwarts. He’s holding the 
Monster Book of Monsters. It can roam and 
chomp. Phew, at least our textbooks don’t do 
that.
DAY 20: FAWKES
Dumbledore’s phoenix is undoubtedly the 
best figure from the calendar. He has a 
soft fur layer like Hedwig. He’s on fire, both 
literally and figuratively. Fawkes’ tears cured 
Harry’s wound from the basilisk’s venom. I 
believe that if Fawkes were real, we would 
have gotten over COVID-19 months ago.
DAY 21: (ANOTHER) RONALD WEASLEY
We got two Harrys and two Hermiones so 
I guess this is fair for Ron. Mummy Molly 
always chooses the burgundy colour for him.
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DAY 4: HERMIONE GRANGER
I feel like she’s a bit more tanned than 
Harry and Ron. She must have put on some 
expensive mascara because her eyelashes 
look on point. She’s holding a Christmas 
present which I assume is probably 
chocolate for Ron.
DAY 5: ALBUS DUMBLEDORE
The most powerful wizard of all time! I 
love how his glasses got real lenses, unlike 
Harry’s. They are half-moon shaped, and 
that is exactly how the book describes 
them. Baby Harry is sleeping safe and sound 
in his hands.
DAY 6: DOBBY
I have to admit that Dobby is not one of 
my favourite characters in the series. Funko 
Pop makes him the cutest house elf in the 
entirety of wizard history. Just look at 
those sparkling eyes! “Dobby is a free elf,” 
Dobby says happily holding his freeing sock.
DAY 10: CROOKSHANKS
I almost mistook him for Garfield! He looks grumpy, but 
proud of himself. After all, he is the first one to know 
that it was Peter Pettigrew who disguised as Ron’s pet 
rat Scabbers.
DAY 11: MINERVA MCGONAGALL
Two cats in a row. McGonagall can turn into a cat as 
she is an Animagus. Her outfit is Milan Fashion Week 
worthy! Her enormous hat is bigger than Crookshanks’ 
whole body. She looks a bit sleepy here. I guess she 
must have been up all night dealing with Harry’s 
trouble.
DAY 12: (ANOTHER) HARRY POTTER
Why are there duplicates? I am sure that there are 
more than 24 characters in the Harry Potter series! 
Understandably, you can only see Harry’s head in the 
photo as he’s holding his invisible cloak. The figure looks 
exactly like Harry in the first movie.
DAY 16: GINNY WEASLEY
Hello Ms. Weasley. Or should I call you Mrs. Potter? I 
love her ginger hair and Gryffindor uniform. However, I 
wish there was a house crest on her sweater.
DAY 17: LUNA LOVEGOOD
Luna is definitely my personal favourite figure out 
of the 24. Everything about Luna is perfect: her 
distinctive outfit, her carrot earrings, her two-colour 
glasses, and her Quibbler magazine. At least we have 
one Ravenclaw on the calendar!
DAY 18: GEORGE WEASLEY
“Woah, I was totally NOT expecting BOTH of the 
Weasley twins,” said Jenny sarcastically. The only way 
for me to tell the twins apart is by the initials on their 
sweaters.
DAY 22: RUBEUS HAGRID
He looks giant! Well, technically Hagrid is 
half-giant. His body parts are twice the size 
of the other human characters here. The 
Christmas tree looks so small beside him, 
but it’s about six feet in reality.
DAY 23: ALBUS DUMBLEDORE (AGAIN…)
I know everyone loves Dumbledore, but do 
we really need three of him?! He’s holding 
a small present for Harry. Even his cute 
pajamas cannot even make up for the fact 
that I have too many Dumbledores.
DAY 24: HARRY POTTER (AGAIN...)
At this point, I’m not even surprised 
anymore that I have duplicates. Harry is 
wearing the sweater knitted by Molly. That 
means that the Weasleys have already seen 
him as a family member way before he gets 
married to their daughter.
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The world is moving forwards in leaps and bounds; things that were 
forgivable before are no longer acceptable. 
Simultaneously, there are things that many 
argue were never acceptable—and we are 
willing to harshly punish transgressors 
for their crime. Chief among those things 
has been the use of the n-word. Use of the 
expletive outside of the black community 
is almost universally frowned upon and 
has been the end of many a career; the 
infamous Michael Richards rant effectively 
ended the Seinfeld star’s time in the 
spotlight and pushed him into obscurity. 
But now, with the power of the internet 
and social media mob mentality, a video as 
short as three seconds can ruin your post-
secondary trajectory.
In 2016, Mimi Groves sent out a 
Snapchat video in which she said: “I can 
drive, n***a.” Jimmy Galligan received the 
video through a friend and chose to hold 
on to it until an opportune time emerged. 
That day came in 2020 when Groves was 
accepted into the University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville where she hoped to fulfill her 
dream of being a cheerleader representing 
the school; Galligan took this opportunity 
and released the video via social media 
during the unrest surrounding the killing 
of George Floyd. I’m sure anyone who was 
not previously aware of this situation can 
imagine the immediate anger this video 
generated. And, in no time at all, the 
social media machine metastasized and 
pressured the university to council Groves 
to dropout.
Galligan alleges that throughout his 
school life, teachers and administrators 
had repeatedly turned a blind eye to the 
reported use of the slur that happened in 
his school. Provided that this is true, I am 
not surprised that a teenager would want 
to take matters into their own hands and 
exact punishment in whatever nonviolent 
way they could. Yet, we cannot pretend 
as if Groves should permanently bear the 
weight of a mistake made when she was 
16 years old. I think Groves should have 
known better than to say what she said, 
and I have enough memories of my own 
from high school to understand the impact 
of these words, but no one is 16 forever, 
and the things you did with your unformed 
teenage brain should not irreversibly 
dictate your future if you have learned from 
your mistakes.
Which brings me to the two main 
failures of this story: the adults who turned 
a blind eye, and the adults who caved to the 
social media and alumni pressure.
I think the adults in the Loudon 
school district (one of the last school 
districts to desegregate) failed students 
both white and black when they turned a 
blind eye to the reported slur usage in their 
halls. Other writers have spoken about 
the way racism waits under the surface 
in Virginia, but time has run out and it’s 
mainly youth who are hurt by it now. There 
are likely countless other students who 
experienced the day-to-day degradation 
that Jimmy Galligan faced, or who casually 
laughed at the words that caused the 
abasement just as Mimi Groves did—but 
the cavalier acceptance of the adults built 
the resentment that motivated Galligan. I 
don’t think he aimed to permanently ruin 
her life, nor do I think that he understands 
how much this decision may have cost both 
of them, but this is a story of two youths 
whom adults allowed to fail.
But I wouldn’t be writing this if we 
didn’t live in a world where social media 
facilitates mob justice and the admissions 
office of the University of Tennessee cared 
more about their Twitter page than the 
severity of punishment. The failure of adults 
to say “stupid moments at 16 don’t require 
permanent punishment” catapulted this 
story to its current heights; it is in the best 
interest of us all that mob justice becomes 
unacceptable—whether in real life or online. 
Though I certainly believe that there was 
a lesson Groves needed to learn, forcing 
a university to expel her by dog piling its 
social media only legitimizes what will soon 
grow to be modernity’s most acceptable 
variation of lynching.
What Jimmy Galligan endured as he 
made his way through school was wrong, 
but it does not permit the vengeance he 
exacted. Though Mimi Groves has accepted 
a punishment disproportionate to her 
actions, we cannot pretend as if her actions 
did not warrant a reprimand and that those 
who should have delivered, failed in their 
duties. Still, the way we have accepted 
this internet driven injustice should be 
disturbing to everyone who made mistakes 
growing up.
With the power of the internet and social media mob mentality, a video 
as short as three seconds can ruin your post-secondary trajectory.
• A Snapchat video timebomb
• Why are politicians playing by a different 





 › Mob justice wins again in 
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There has been a storm above the White House for a few years now. Both 
Januaries of the past two years have had the 
storm unleash a new torrent to drench us. 
The killing of Soleimani last year rocked 
the world and led some to wonder if World 
War III was eminent, while the accusations 
of voter fraud and attempted insurrection 
and decertification of the electoral college 
votes on January 6 of this year showed 
precisely how precarious democracy in 
America has become. But these outrages 
have been flowing for the past five or so 
years—and it all traces back to one man. 
The total state of America is never the 
doing of one person exclusively; decades 
of failures led to the destruction of the 
Rust Belt, the inherently predatory nature 
of the pharmaceutical industry created 
the opioid crisis, and the prison industrial 
complex began as a response to the 13th 
amendment. However, I believe only 
Donald Trump has managed to capitalize 
on these angers and channel them into 
his own profit machine in a way that has 
magnified these catastrophes while making 
the political storm inescapable. 
Were it not for the utter disdain with 
which mainstream media has treated 
millions of viewers, the American people 
might be more inclined to take its promises 
and “truths” to heart. However, it was a 
shrewd New York real estate mogul who 
managed to capitalize on that media 
backlash to mobilize his followers against 
a system that looked down on them while 
embracing the wildest of Qanon theories 
as fuel for his own aspirations. Even liberal 
commentators and authors like Noam 
Chomsky denounce the lies, shortcomings, 
and failures of the media, but I think no 
one has driven an even comparatively large 
swath of the population into believing such 
absurd conspiracy theories and acting on 
them as Trump has. The Qanon flags and 
patches coupled with the images of people 
literally climbing the walls and breaking 
down the doors of congress showcase 
how deep the misleading of America’s 
people has become. All that before we talk 
about the litany of extremist and white 
supremacist symbols on parade at last 
Wednesday’s insurrection. 
In my opinion, the presidential office 
has become a melting pot for ideas and 
angers that have never been addressed 
by the wider public or the political 
system. Whether it’s the monumentally 
low approval rating that congress has 
maintained over the past few decades or 
the sheer disregard shown for the poor 
average American suffering through the 
pandemic, all of these failures have landed 
on the lap of the president—and his only 
goal is to enrage. The blind eye and “stand-
back-and-stand-by” response to white 
supremacy has left the back door open 
and unguarded to a movement the FBI 
has known as being the most dangerous 
in America for years. Even though Trump 
told protestors on Twitter to go home in 
peace, the call for the denunciation of 
America’s violence for what may be the 
first time in history. Only now, well over a 
month after losing the election, has Trump 
publicly conceded and promised a peaceful 
transition of power.
The Trump rage machine drums up 
anger within its supporting ranks and from 
the ranks of the opposition. It has taken the 
hatred endemic to the American two-party 
system to the furthest extreme and has 
allowed political street violence to enter the 
realm of our daily lives. From the summer 
protests and riots to the Christmas day 
bombing and the only now realised Election 
Day backlash, America has accelerated 
to its current state of simmering rage and 
fear. I had written earlier that America was 
burning, now I am more convinced that we 
can all see the flames.
Presidential outrage
 › How much anger can one man generate?
Matthew Fraser
Opinions Editor
From March until this very day it has been clearly stated that travel is 
permitted on a strictly-essential basis. We 
have all known and mostly accepted that 
you likely should not go visit grandma 
in Edmonton or siblings in Montreal. 
Consequently, many have missed the births 
of nieces and nephews, many have lost the 
opportunity to say goodbye to a treasured 
loved one, and just about everyone has lost 
the ability to travel for leisure. Just about, 
but not everyone.
Now, I—like most other people—can 
feel a compassionate response to NDP 
Niki Ashton who traveled to Greece for 
her grandmother’s last moments, and I 
certainly empathize with familial losses 
and do not wish to see these moments 
stolen from people. However, knowing 
that many Canadians have been prevented 
from seeing their family members’ final 
rites, it’s hard for me to extend any special 
leeway to Ashton in her situation. For 
months Canadians have been implored to 
stay home to flatten the curve or prevent 
further spread—why should our politicians 
be treated differently? Likewise, two 
Liberal MPs made trips outside of Canada 
for memorial services and sick visits. PM 
Trudeau expressed his disappointment 
with these compassionate travels by stating 
that: “The actions of any one person can 
have a positive or a negative benefit on 
the health situation of your neighbour.” 
It’s little comfort to know how much 
dispassion we have accepted in our society.
Alberta Premier Jason Kenney has 
had to fire, accept resignations from, or 
otherwise discipline seven staffers for 
their travels abroad during the holiday 
season. This is only after Kenny faced 
public backlash for initially declining to 
discipline anyone of course. Preceding this, 
Alberta became the province with the most 
active cases in the country. So, while many 
hunkered down and Zoom chatted loved 
ones, Tracy Allard was regaling in Hawaii. 
Simultaneously, Jamie Huckabay (Premier 
Kenny’s chief of staff) was vacationing in 
the UK. Better still, when Huckabay was 
making his way back, he had to detour 
through the US as Canada had already 
halted all flights from the UK due to 
the new strain of COVID-19. It’s great to 
know how little various members of the 
Conservative Party care about the health of 
their neighbours. 
Did I say earlier that travel has been 
discouraged for just about—but not 
quite—everyone?
Some people were clever, or at least 
thought they were. Conservative politician 
Rod Phillips pre-recorded a message in 
front of his fireplace while holding a prop 
book and festive eggnog to release while 
he vacationed in French St. Barts. Phillips 
resigned once his deception was revealed. 
Don Plett, the now former head of the 
ethics committee—who once asked our 
PM if there was a separate set of rules that 
Trudeau followed—went to Mexico after 
acknowledging how drastically the year 
had altered peoples traditional holiday 
plans. Apparently, shortly after his arrival 
he reconsidered his actions, felt terrible, 
and returned immediately. 
Dear reader, I hope you are more 
convinced of this than I am.
Canadian comedian Andrew Barr 
joked that the government-imposed travel 
restrictions on us so that we wouldn’t 
encounter them on vacation. It certainly 
feels like that’s the truth.
Why are politicians playing by a 
different set of COVID-19 rules?
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New COVID-19 pandemic policies, lockdowns, and safety initiatives are opposed by doctors, health experts, and 
scientists from all over the world. Those that are speaking out 
against the new norm are being suppressed and shamed by 
mainstream media and significant social media platforms—
leading to some seriously sinister “groupthink” and policing on 
conversations about COVID-19.
In his open letter to Dr. Bonnie Henry and her team, Dr. 
Stephen Malthouse, physician and member of the College 
of Physicians and Surgeons of BC, asks for clarification in 
the decisions made to supposedly protect the public. Dr. 
Malthouse states, “the early intent of mitigation measures to 
‘flatten the curve’, when we knew very little about SARS-CoV-2, 
its mode of transmission, and the severity of COVID-19, was 
reasonable […] very soon it was apparent that the expected 
overwhelming of the hospital system was not going to occur, 
and now BC physicians have questions about […] [Dr. Bonnie 
Henry’s] public health policies.” 
Dr. Malthouse states that the media estimates that provincial 
pandemic initiatives have been shown to cause 12 deaths for 
every single COVID death; in Canada, we’ve experienced a 40 
percent rise in fatalities from heart attacks due to fear, panic, and 
postponed hospital procedures. Drug abuse and suicides 
have risen and outnumbered COVID-19 deaths by a 3:1 ratio, 
with suicides rates doubling in BC since the second month 
of lockdown. He claimed there to be no scientific or medical 
evidence to support lockdowns, social distancing at an arbitrary 
six feet apart, face masks, or the arbitrary closure of businesses, 
schools, daycares, parks, playgrounds, and places of worship. 
He also found a lack of evidence to support the discontinuance 
of access to education, medical, dental, chiropractic, and other 
support for those in need.
In an interview with Bridge City News, Dr. Malthouse states 
there’s evidence that wearing masks doesn’t work in preventing 
the spread of the coronavirus, and additionally, can be harmful. 
He reasoned that aerosolized particles, 0.1 to 0.2 microns in 
size, pass through the tops and sides of masks (sometimes right 
through masks) and can linger in the air for one to three hours. 
The physiological effects of masking people were more 
concerning to Dr. Malthouse, who argues that masks make it 
difficult for people to relate to each other or understand one 
another since masks block facial expressions. He expresses his 
concern for the wellbeing of children, stating that “no one should 
be wearing masks for long periods of time. We are teaching 
children to be afraid of getting close to people.” 
When addressing the measure of social distancing at six 
feet apart, Dr. Malthouse said that the measure is merely a rule 
of thumb. If one were to spit, the body of saliva would only reach 
around six feet, however, the aerosolized particles can reach up 
to 26 feet and, additionally, can linger in the air. According to Dr. 
Malthouse, social distancing, like masking, is an effort to keep 
people separated—to divide and conquer. 
Why are all mainstream platforms censoring the warnings 
of doctors and health experts? This physician believes that public 
health has an agenda to push the COVID-19 vaccine as a means of 
keeping tabs on the people. Dr. Malthouse argues that the vaccine 
is not safe and will not protect from infection. His comparison 
of the vaccine to passports—a means of tagging people to know 
where they are at in the world—is eerie. 
In his open letter to Dr. Henry, Dr. Malthouse asked why 
public health still uses PCR testing when the Deputy Chief 
Medical Officer for Health in Ontario has publicly stated that the 
Are masks and lockdowns 
bad for your health?


















PCR test yields over 50 percent false positives, and in some cases, 
up to 90 percent false positives due to excessive amplification 
beyond the recommendations of the manufacturer. Additionally, 
medical experts came out with data in the early summer of 2020 
showing that COVID-19 infection fatality rates were much lower 
than the numbers used to justify lockdowns and other mitigation 
measures. Instead of being as high as three percent, the numbers 
were around 0.25 percent. It seems that COVID diagnosis is based 
on a flawed test, which leads to more false positives than ever 
before. In the comments section of his open letter, Dr. Malthouse 
says “public health has been lying to British Columbians and 
rolling out policies that are killing people […] and people are just 
going along. Don’t fool yourselves: it will be one lockdown after 
another […] unless we say ‘Stop!’”
While we may never know the reasons behind keeping the 
public in the dark about true figures of the pandemic, we can 
certainly do something about it. It’s time to think for ourselves 
and have conversations and informed debates on which measures 
are appropriate and which create unnecessary fear and panic. 
“We ask for an open debate, where all experts are 
represented without any form of censorship. After the initial 
panic surrounding COVID-19, the objective facts now show a 
completely different picture—there is no medical justification for 
any emergency policy anymore.” This open letter is signed by 635 
medical doctors and 2118 health professionals.
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• How to survive the new semester
• ‘My personal projects just can’t wait!’ 
complains student




School sucks right now and nothing feels worth it. It’s difficult and hard to stay focused and even harder to 
pretend you care about the four I’s of service marketing when 
every small business around you is shutting down. 
Here are some school hacks that might help make this 
next semester just a little bit more survivable.
Close your eyes
It’s as simple as that. Pretend your internet died and you are 
a mere image—timelessly captured in peaceful elegance. By 
that I mean go to sleep. It’s all the better if you don’t need to 
be on video but heed this word of warning: don’t fall asleep 
before attendance is taken.
Purchase new stationary
Because nothing says new semester like buying pens for 
online schooling (oh, the irony) and $50 down the drain. 
Totoro and Hello Kitty mock you as they grin on notebooks 
you know you’ll want to burn in two weeks’ time. At least 
you’ll look cute (too bad nobody can see). 
Drink water
It’s survival after all. Say you don’t have water—you must go 
outdoors and wrestle the animals for a nice plot of soil. Take 
a clean cloth (or whichever you have) and dig up some mud 
into this cloth and wring out the water. If this is the best you 
can do with your current state, use it—at least you’ll survive. 
Know the jungle
There is you, and there is the competition. There are no 
such things as “friends,” this is post-secondary school. These 
students will rip you to shreds if you let them. Know your 
strengths and play them to your advantage, and if the world 
tries to make you perform at a disadvantage, flip the situation 
so you’re always on top. It is fun being king. 
Zoom chat
The art of passive aggressive Zoom call chat commenting is 
delicate but necessary to get through the next four months 
with brain-dead peers, or worse, the overly excitable ones. 
Everyone sucks and you must get your frustrations out, but 
you don’t want to get caught being the asshole—so strap in—
it’s mocking time. 
Master the smile and nod 
There are only two physical actions you need throughout the 
entirety of your Zoom class: smiling and nodding. “Can you 
guys hear me?” Smile and nod. “You guys still with me?” Smile 
and nod. “Do you want to sell me your soul?” Smile and nod. 
“Should we move to the next chapter?” Smile and nod.
There are so many ways to make the semester survivable. 
If you can’t figure out a good reason for you then…well then 
quit. What’s the point if you’re not doing it for yourself? 
School sucks right now, so you may as well have a good reason 
to want to be there, and if that’s not enough motivation to 
survive, I hope these tips add an extra nudge. 
CJ Sommerfeld
Staff Writer
Fred Fergerson—a multidisciplinary artist and student—ensures others that 
the results of his covid gargle test were, in 
fact, false. “I got a text the following day 
that informed me that my test result was 
POSITIVE. But I simply don’t believe it,” 
he tells the Other Press over a Zoom call. 
“The BC Centre for Disease Control has 
instructed me to self-isolate until Public 
Health gets in contact with me with further 
directions, but I got some projects on the 
roll that just can’t wait. Not to mention, 
I don’t know about this whole pandemic 
thing. This whole isolating people from one 
another—first the internet ‘n’ social media 
inducing social anxiety and polarization, 
then the 5G, and now this?”
“What do you think is going to 
happen?” The Other Press reporter probes. 
“Now, I’m not saying that they’re gonna 
put microchips in our wrists, and I mean, 
I don’t even know what 5G stands for.” He 
continues, “I’ve seen tidbits of the David 
Icke interview—that guy seems a bit wacko, 
and I wouldn’t go as far as to say that there’s 
truth in is words. As for the BOSS MT-2 
pedal electric circuit 5G chip being injected 
into those who get the covid vaccine—
there's probably some truth to that. The 
peddle is probably the shittiest that BOSS 
has, of course it had a purpose other than 
creating guitar distortions. Regardless, all 
I know, is that my personal projects just 
can’t wait. I am not going to, and will not, 
self-isolate.
“You said previously that for the past 
few days you have exhibited all three of 
the most common symptoms, all seven of 
the less common symptoms and one of 
the serious symptoms. If not covid, how 
would you describe all that is happening 
in your body at this time?” asks the Other 
Press. “Ya, my body is fucked.” Fergerson 
replies. “I don’t have an explanation at this 
time, it’s just that, I can’t get sick right 
now. You see—I have this online ‘vintage’ 
shop. I thrift clothing in bulk from local 
non-profits, take curated photos of them 
on front of some old furniture, embroidery 
and whatnot, and then sell them with a 
700 percent inflation. How am I supposed 
to do my weekly 
emptying of 
everything semi-
nice in the local 
non-profit shop if 
I’m self-isolating?” 
Fergerson looks 
to the interviewer 
with genuine 
concern. 






“You said previously that you have multiple 
projects on the go that you refuse to be 
deterred by covid, can you tell me more 
about these?” “So, I got the online ‘vintage’ 
shop, that’s one. I also wanna make a 
monolith. I wanna outdo the others—you 
know, make it current. I’m thinking of 
putting a wig on top of the upright stone. 
I’m thinking a short, non-binary fringe. 
And on top of the wig, I’m gonna put a 
toque that I’ve rolled so many times that 
if this monolith were a person, it wouldn’t 
cover his ears.” “Does that not defeat the 
purpose of putting a wig on the stone?” 
“Exactly.” Fergerson winks at the reporter. 
“Do you not worry that in you not 
self-isolating and continuing your ‘personal 
projects’—all of which seem to involve 
unsocially-distanced socializations, 
that you could spread the virus that you 
evidently have, to others? Not to mention, 
prolong this whole situation?” the Other 
Press probes. “It’s not real.” Fergerson 
concludes, “plain ‘n’ simple.”
How to survive the new semester
‘My personal projects 
just can’t wait!’ 
complains student
 › Overcoming COVID and Bear Grylls at the same time
 › Vancouverite leans on undisclosed conspiracy theories 




















































Started seeing everything in green light.
Ripped the skin off my face for hours 
in the washroom
mirror. Felt like a zombie:
telling myself to stop but my body
wouldn't respond.
Burned my face from peeling skin.
“What have I done?”
Breakdown.
Spoke to myself like a conversation
between two people:
one a crying wreck
and a motherly figure
hesitatingly trying to configure
comfort in dismay.
“Shh, it’s okay. 





















Life & Style Editor
She was shopping at the market, wearing a heavy dress
when she woke up, feeling tired of devastation. 
Time still continued to move slowly— up a muddy hill and beyond the clouds—but she would not.
Much to the delight of her others, she started to clean. Not just organizing that in plain sight, but
she got right down into deep cracks and cleaned.
She scrubbed and sorted, and threw out old things that brought grief and weight. 
And found that it made her feel good.
Soon, when the sky grew dark and split across the floor, like long shadows,
she went into the kitchen. She’d always found herself uncertain in there
but began to really see that she loved food, she loved variety 
she had more experience and more curiosity than she allowed herself to know.
And found that it made her feel good.
So, she split off from the rest of herself to find what other stories she’d been telling
and decided to dismantle them all.
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